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Hi there, 
A big welcome on behalf of the whole communications team at 
Slow Food HQ!

If you are browsing through this document, it is likely that your 
daily job is to communicate the many activities and campaigns that 
the Slow Food network in your country or locality is carrying out.

That’s exactly what this communication handbook is all about. 
The strength of Slow Food communication lies in its diversity. 
Communicating our work as a worldwide network means respecting 
and highlighting local languages, adapting our communication 
tools where needed and always seeking to connect our efforts 
globally.

This handbook will not set out how and what to communicate. 
Rather, our intention is to share a flexible and useful tool that is 
able to provide general communications guidelines, ranging from 
our tone of voice to the use of the Slow Food logo (and much 
more!). Through working with this tool together and adapting it 
as we go, we aim to create a common Slow Food communications 
style that is clear, consistent and shared in every corner of the 
globe. That is why we are happy to receive all of your suggestions 
on improvements and changes that would make this tool as helpful 
as possible to our worldwide network.

Now, let’s get cooking!

SLOW FOOD

INTRODUCTION
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The soul of an organization is created by humans for humans, 
containing values, emotions, and philosophical concepts that carry 
a promise. When we say “brand,” we are talking about expectations, 
memories, stories, and relationships — we are creating a collective 
personality for Slow Food. What would they be passionate? That’s 
our brand. It is important to have consistency in our brand and 
communications, since this “personality” helps people recognize us 
wherever we go. 

Visual identity includes logos, typography, colors, packaging, 
and messaging, and it complements and reinforces the existing 
reputation of Slow Food. It attracts new people while making the 
existing ones feel at home. It’s both outward- and inward-facing. 

The identity must be consistent because it represents and reinforces 
the emotions and the message of the Slow Food brand. 

The principles and guidelines in this manual are designed to 
create a flexible yet cohesive brand identity system for Slow Food 
across the world. They should inform everything we do — from 
communications, to programs, to networks and partners, funding 
opportunities, and more. Guidelines like these are always a work 
in progress, and we hope you’ll reach out if you have questions or 
need clarification on anything! 

WHAT’S A BRAND?

JOIN
SLOW
FOOD
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WHO IS SLOW FOOD?

over 10.000
           PROJECTS

over 1.000.000
           SUPPORTERS

160
COUNTRIES

Slow Food is a global network of local communities which 
was founded back in 1989. From its very beginnings, 
Slow Food’s aim was to prevent the disappearance of 
local food cultures and traditions and counteract the rise 
of fast food culture, and has since gathered millions of 
supporters passionate about good, clean, and fair food 
for all. 

Today, the network is made up of chefs, educators, youth, 
activists, farmers, fishers, members, consumers and 
academics, all woven together in many different ways. 
All around the world, activities and events are being 
organized by local groups of people organized in convivia/
chapters and communities.
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In 1986, Carlo Petrini and a group of activists gathered in 
Rome for a protest. Why? A fast food franchise was opening 
at the base of the iconic Spanish Steps. Instead of throwing 
rocks and yelling, the activists brought in a big bowl of penne 
pasta and shared it with the crowd that gathered, chanting:

We don’t want fast food.
We want Slow Food!
That gathering was the birth of the Slow Food movement. In 
1989, the Slow Food Manifesto was created to unify a global 
movement around defending regional traditions, sharing 
delicious food, sparking joy in community, and establishing 
a slower pace of life. The first Salone del Gusto event was 

hosted in 1996, as an international fair dedicated to artisanal, 
sustainable food and the small-scale producers that safeguard 
local traditions and high-quality products. 2004 changed the 
course of history for Slow Food: the first edition of Terra Madre  
– the international meeting of food communities – was held 
together with the Salone del Gusto in Turin, Italy, attracting 
more than 5,000 delegates from 130 countries. 

Since that time, the movement has evolved to embrace a 
comprehensive approach to food that recognizes the strong 
connections between plate, planet, people, politics, and 
culture, evolving from purely good food, to good, clean and 
fair food.

ORIGIN STORY

https://slowfood.com/filemanager/Convivium%20Leader%20Area/Manifesto_ENG.pdf
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CALL TO ACTION

Over the years, our worldwide network has persistently sought to 
build better food systems through setting up a diversity of projects, 
political actions and knowledge exchanges. Now, to increase our 
impact and effectiveness, we are called not to limit the scope of our 
efforts but to come together around common objectives and act 
more strategically!
Our call to action, “An Urgent Call to Slow Down” is a shared set of 
guidelines that aims to bring together the whole Slow Food network 
and help us identify and set common objectives, and ultimately 
make us more accountable towards one another. The urgency of 
our times requires greater trust, concentration, and determination, 
and obliges us to connect with the wider world via commitments, 
actions, and projects focused on three important priorities: 

DEFEND BIOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY, THROUGH:
 Researching, cataloging and promoting the heritage of biological 

and cultural diversity linked to food;
 Supporting and promoting those who preserve biodiversity and 

act as caretakers of local territories;
 Creating opportunities for dialogue and exchange.

EDUCATE, INSPIRE AND MOBILIZE THE WORLD AROUND US, 
THROUGH:
 Developing communications materials and campaigns to increase 

awareness about how to improve our food system and change 
consumption behaviors;
 Designing and delivering educational and training activities to 

improve knowledge about food targeted to both the public and 
professionals, and supporting those who are bringing about 
positive change.

INFLUENCE PUBLIC DECISION-MAKERS AND THE PRIVATE 
SECTOR, THROUGH:
 Creating policies and models that support fair and regenerative 

systems of production, distribution, marketing, consumption, and 
management of food loss;
 Informing and mobilizing individuals and communities to become 

advocates for the necessary transition to fair and sustainable 
policies;
 Creating alliances with others who are fighting for similar goals.

The three strategic objectives are all interconnected: pursuing the 
defense of diversity does not exclude working on education or 
influencing policies.You can find on www.slowfood.com (About us - 
Key documents section)
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CALL TO ACTION
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CORE MESSAGES 

OUR PURPOSE: 

Slow Food is a global movement acting together to ensure good, 
clean and fair food for all.

OUR MISSION: 

We cultivate a worldwide network of local communities and 
activists who defend cultural and biological diversity, promote 
food education as well as the transfer of traditional knowledge 
and skills, and influence policies in public and private sectors.
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CORE MESSAGES 

OUR VALUES:

Good: We stand for delicious, healthy, and 
culturally-appropriate food as a right for 
everyone: a diversity of people, cultures, 
places, foods and tastes is key for resilient 
societies and ecosystems. 

Clean: We support local and resilient food 
systems which regenerate the Earth’s 
precious resources rather than depleting 
them, and which safeguard all ecosystems 
and living species: our food systems have 
an important role to play in mitigating the 
climate crisis and biodiversity loss. 

Fair: We create economies based on 
solidarity and cooperation that benefit and 
empower all food workers and consumers, 
where everyone is a valued decision-
maker: social equity through fair working 
conditions, inclusivity of all peoples, 
ethnicities and genders as well as equal 
access to food, water and land is key for 
the future of our food systems. 
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CORE MESSAGES 

ELEVATOR PITCH

Can we change the world through food? We believe we can! We 
are a global movement of local communities and activists across 
more than 160 countries. We defend cultural and biological 
diversity, promote food education and the transfer of traditional 
knowledge and skills, and advocate for more just and equitable 
food policies. For over 35 years, we have worked together to make 
our food systems more resilient and accessible for all. Join the 
movement!

BOILERPLATE (to use in the press releases)

Slow Food is a global movement acting together to ensure good, 
clean and fair food for all. We cultivate a global network of local 
communities who defend cultural and biological diversity, promote 
food education and advocate for more just and equitable food 
policy. Slow Food has grown to involve millions of people in more 
than 160 countries worldwide.
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WHO ARE OUR PRIMARY AUDIENCES?

Citizens who care 
about food

Food producers 
and professionals (farmers, 
vitners, fisherman, chefs)

Network leaders (chapter/
convivia leaders, board 

members)

Staff (volunteers, internal 
team, leadership, etc.)

Donors and members
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PERSONALITY TRAITS

If Slow Food was a person, what would they 
be like? 

 Open to all people and opinions

 Builds caring relationships 

 Values beauty

 Committed to changing our food systems

 Politically interested

 Eats local, thinks global

 Likes to have fun

What is Slow Food NOT Like?

 Exclusive

 Egocentric

 Boring

 Tasteless

 Negative

What Makes Slow Food Different?

We are international. Slow Food started in Italy and is 
now embedded in 160 countries.

We are grassroots. Our fluid structure enables local 
chapters and communities to form and address local 
issues, while also connecting nationally and globally to 
other local communities.

We are an umbrella network that approaches food in a 
holistic way. We connect all the participants of the food 
system, from producers and farmers to laborers, chefs, 
educators, food businesses, policy makers and eaters.

We hold pleasure and delight as central components 
of our work, always striving to enjoy taste and 
friendship, as we work towards justice.

We nourish biodiversity and food traditions by 
collaborating with communities to educate, mobilize, 
and advocate.

We believe that good, clean and fair food are elements 
inseparable and indispensable. If one is missing, 
everything is missing
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‣ THE LOGO IS AVAILABLE IN A VERSION, BOTH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
The logo is the primary identifier for Slow Food, and it is important to maintain integrity of these graphics. We have a system for local 
entities and projects to use a customized logo; these are provided by either Slow Food HQ or a national association, and should never 
be modified.

THE SLOW FOOD LOGO FAMILY  
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Color vs black and white

‣ LOGO COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE
The colour version of the logo should only be used on white backgrounds. If the background interferes with the logo, always use 
a positive one-colour version or the negative white version on one of the darker shades.
Use the greyscale logo only on materials printed in black and white. The logo is only available in one version, there is no horizontal 
or vertical version.
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Colour and logo size

USE OF THE COLOUR MARK ON A LIGHT BACKGROUND  
Snail: PANTONE 485 C
C 2  M 95  Y 94  K 0
R 226  G 36   B 29
#e2241d

Slow Food: BLACK
C 0  M 0  Y 0  K 100
R 0  G 0   B 0
#000000

UTILIZZO DEL MARCHIO A COLORI 
SU SFONDO SCURO
Snail: PANTONE 485 C
C 2  M 95  Y 94  K 0
R 226  G 36   B 29
#e2241d
Slow Food: WHITE
C 0  M 0  Y 0  K 0
R 255  G 255   B 255
#ffffff

USING THE GRAYSCALE MARK 
OR BLACK/WHITE ON A LIGHT BACKGROUND
Snail: GREY
C 0  M 0  Y 0  K 60
R 0  G 0   B 0
#878786

Slow Food: BLACK
C 0  M 0  Y 0  K 100
#1d1d1b

USING THE GRAYSCALE MARK 
OR BLACK/WHITE ON DARK BACKGROUND
Snail: WHITE
C 0  M 0  Y 0  K 0
#ffffff

Slow Food: WHITE

‣ LOGO SIZE
The logo is the primary identifier for Slow Food, and it is important to maintain integrity of these graphics. We have a system for 
local entities and projects to use a customized logo. This logo is provided by Slow Food HQ or a national association, on behalf of 
the Executive Commettee, and cannot be modified. 
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Empty space around the logo and proportions

‣ SPACE AND PROPORTIONS
The logo cannot be changed in any aspect, nor be rotated or condensed. In order to ensure readability of the logo, the minimum 
permitted size of the logo reduction is 1cm - 118 pixel. Always leave a margin around the logo, so that it doesn’t bump other 
graphic elements. If you use the logo together with other graphic elements, you must observe certain distances. The empty space 
around the logo must be at least one centimetre per side. The proportions of the logo should not be changed.
Position the logo at the top, mainly centred or to the right. Bottom left and right corners also work well. 
The most important thing is to remain consistent in size and positioning so that the overall look and feel matches well together.

50
%

100%

1cm - 118 pixel

1cm - 118 pixel

1cm - 118 pixel

1cm - 118 pixel
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Slow Food Local Logos

Slow Food communities, projects, national associations, and other 
official entities use a customized logo in the style below. 

Groups that do not have an official connection to Slow Food may 
not use any version of the logo.

Make sure that the trademark is placed in the correct location. For 
most entities, that will be after the words “Slow Food.” For those 
who have an independent trademark, it will be placed after the full 
name.

HORIZONTAL GRAPHIC:VERTICAL GRAPHIC

‣ LOCAL LOGO EXAMPLES
The font used to write the country is Bauer Bodoni.
Logos are created on request, write to: identity@slowfood.it

mailto:%20identity%40slowfood.it?subject=
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Slow Food logo levels - projects

THIRD
vertical - horizontal

FIRST SECOND

‣ AS IT IS COMPOSED
It is made up of three levels, useful for declining the membership of each project and each local node of the network to the 
great planetary family of Slow Food. Above is an example of a project. 

The new project logos are provided by the communication office: identity@slowfood.it

Slow Food Community project example

mailto:%20identity%40slowfood.it?subject=
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Solo snail

‣ THE SNAIL GRAPHIC ALONE

At times, it is appropriate and beneficial to use the snail graphic alone, separate from the full logo lockup with 
text. These instances include 1) as a social media profile image, 2) as a website favicon, 3) as a playful graphic 
element on campaign or event visuals, 4) on reports as showcased below.

Solo snail example
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Incorrect use logo examples

‣ SPACE AND PROPORTIONS
The original work of the Trade Mark must be used correctly to safeguard its identity and characteristics. Therefore, the mark may 
not be modified or misused. Here are some examples of misuse.

DO NOT DISTORT THE LOGO DO NOT CHANGE 
THE COLOURS

DO NOT ROTATE
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Correct use logo examples

‣ SPACE AND PROPORTIONS
The original work of the Trade Mark must be used correctly to safeguard its identity and characteristics. Therefore, the mark may 
not be modified or misused. Here are some examples of correct use.

GOOD
CLEAN
FAIR
FOOD

FOR ALL.

WWW.SLOWFOOD.COM

JOIN US
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Primary Colors

‣ WHERE YOU USE
Our primary color palette consists of four main colors: red, black, gray, and white, each of which communicates its own look and 
feel — separately and when put together. Red can be found in our logo and is also our main color. It is a stimulating and vital color, 
evoking strong emotions such as passion, urgency, drive, and it attracts attention.

PANTONE 485 C
C 2  M 95  Y 94  K 0
R 226  G 36   B 29
#e2241d

WHITE
C 0  M 0  Y 0  K 0
R 255  G 255   B 255
#ffffff

BLACK
C 0  M 0  Y 0  K 100
R 0  G 0   B 0
#1d1d1b

BLACK
C 0  M 0  Y 0  K 75
R 0  G 0   B 0
#878786

Our choice of colours
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‣ WHERE YOU USE
Secondary brand colors act as a complimentary color pallet to the primary brand colors, and connect us to the colors of the earth. 
The secondary brand colors can be used throughout your brand’s website, social media, and packaging but should not consist of 
more than 50% of the overall design. For example, secondary colors are best for call to action buttons, highlighting selected text, 
links, graphs and icons, and so on.  Remember that these are suggested colours, not rules. It is up to you as a designer to create 
the right atmosphere for the message to be communicated. 

Secondary Colors

PANTONE 1525 C
C 0  M 58  Y 100  K 10
R 222  G 121   B 0
#de7900

PANTONE 647 C
C 100  M 52  Y 26  K 0
R 0  G 102   B 148
#006694

PANTONE 7733 C
C 84 M29 Y78 K16
R 32 G120 B79
#20784f

PANTONE 7408 C
C 4 M 27  Y 94  K 0
R 245 G 190  B 11
#f5be0b
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TYPOGRAPHY

Fonts tell a story. For official documents and website, use the following styles: 

CENTERED OSWALD CAPS 24 PT FOR TITLES
Source Sans 14 pt for Subtitles

OSWALD CAPS 20 PT FOR H1
Oswald 16 Pt for H2
Oswald 12 Pt for H3

Source Sans 12 pt for paragraph 
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First level typography INSTITUTIONAL

‣ WHERE IT IS USED
Titles and claims
Institutional materials projects.

Oswald is a versatile typeface that works great for both headlines, use black/bold as standard weight, and body text, use always 
regular/light. Corners are soft and round, still with the ability to look decisive and powerful. Oswald is always our primary choice 
for all things in social media.

OSWALD OSWALD
is a free 
Google 

font family

OSWALD is available under an open source licence.

LIGHT
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 
Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s 
t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

REGULAR
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p 
q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

BOLD
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o 
p q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

BOLD
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o 
p q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Second level typography INSTITUTIONAL

‣ WHERE IT IS USED
Current subtitles and texts Institutional materials projects.
Noto is a character family comprising over 100 individual characters, which are designed together to cover all scripts encoded in 
the Unicode standard. Noto is a very easy-to-read font. Noto is a global font collection for writing in all modern and ancient lan-
guages. Noto Sans is an unmodulated (“sans serif”) design for texts in the Latin, Cyrillic and Greek scripts, which is also suitable 
as the complementary choice for other script-specific Noto Sans fonts. It has italic styles, multiple weights and widths, and 3,741 
glyphs. Download the font and install it on your computer.

NOTO SANS
LIGHT
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O 
P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p 
q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

REGULAR
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p 
q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

BOLD
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o 
p q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

NOTO
is a trademark of Google Inc.
Noto fonts are open source. 
All Noto fonts are published 

under the SIL Open Font License, 
Version 1.1.*

 

NOTO is available under an open source licence.

https://fonts.google.com/noto/specimen/Noto+Sans


Second level typography INSTITUTIONAL FOR WEB

‣ WHERE IT IS USED
Current subtitles and texts Institutional materials projects for web.

HELVETICA NEUE
LIGHT
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q 
r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

REGULAR
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o 
p q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

HELVETICA
Helvetica Neue is a sans-serif typeface 

that is inspiring designers with its 
unique and appealing characters 
and width for a long time. The font 

came to the surface in 1957 by 
a typeface designer Max Miedinger 

belongs to Swiss. 

 

HELVETICA NEUE is available under an open source licence.

LIGHT ITALIC
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q 
r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Other fonts used

‣ WHERE IT IS USED
Lora is a well-balanced contemporary serif with roots in calligraphy. It is a text typeface with moderate contrast well suited for 
body text.

Lora Lora 
is a free 

font family
Google

REGULAR
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p 
q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

BOLD
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p 
q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ITALIC
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p 
q r s t u v w x y z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

LORA is available under an open source licence.
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VISUAL MOOD BOARDS

Beyond logos and fonts our photography, video, and 
other visuals should also highlight the values and 
personality that we hold. Keep a few key principles in 
mind as you build visuals around your Slow Food work:

HONOR DIVERSITY. How are we uplifting diversity in 
age, race, and gender through our visuals? Are we 
portraying minority groups equitably and respectfully? 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE. Build visuals on consent and 
relationship, not transactions. Connect with individuals 
used in imagery and ensure we have their approval 
to feature them in the Slow Food material we are 
designing. 

GIVING CREDIT TO CREATORS. Are we giving credit to 
the photographer? Have we adequately compensated 
them?
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Photography and imagery  

Slow Food is about Good, Clean and Fair food. Let’s remember, in all our communications, to put food and farming at the centre and 
be respective and appreciative of all gastronomic traditions.
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Slow Food is a network made of people.
Let’s highlight people from the network and be as inclusive as possible, balancing gender, and cultural and ethnic backgrounds.
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Slow Food is made up of a diversity of stories and life experiences.
Photos are a great way to capture and communicate them!
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Slow Food supports and safeguards biodiversity in all its forms.
So, let’s all share and be proud of our unique “biodiversities”!
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Slow Food’s strength is its network.
So let’s communicate all of our actions and activities and the change we are making in the world!
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Slow Food is a community of people educating and learning from each other.
Whenever possible, highlight educational activities, trainings and lessons learned!
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Slow Food is also... a logo!
Spreading our Snail logo as much as possible means that our image can be more recognizable and have a greater impact.

GUIDA 2022

www.slowfood.it/slowine
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Social media graphics and infographics

We use graphics for various purposes, such as campaigns and events as they have the potential to be entertai-
ning, eye-catching, concise, and contain all the information needed in a way that is easily digestible for the viewer. 

‣ EXAMPLE OF A GRAPHIC, USED FOR A GLOBAL CAMPAIGN
Notice how the colours stand out and the information is easy to read.
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Social media graphics and infographics

Keep graphics simple: Don’t over complicate your 
graphics, keeping them simple means that the message 
can get across more effectively and that they are more 
likely to be shared by others. 

Use infographics: When using infographics, make sure 
to make them understandable and, where possible, 
add a clear call to action.

• The message should be clear and readable, have a 
clear subject
• Emote using colors and combine contrasting brand 
colors
• Create a visual hierarchy, by sizing the elements, using 
contrast, colors, and typefaces to give your design 
some structure and imply importance.
• Incorporate brand elements: add your logo, key icons, 
and integrate brand colors.

• Create balance: achieve balance by adjusting the font, 
colors, contrast and other design elements such that 
the visual appears aesthetically pleasing.
• Be consistent: maintaining consistency is critical to 
develop a powerful visual identity on social media.
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‣ OTHER EXAMPLES OF SOCIAL MEDIA GRAPHICS

Social media graphics and infographics
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Social media graphics and infographics
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Calls to Action (join us, donate)
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GOOD 
CLEAN 
FAIR
FOOD

FOR ALL

Join Us! 
www.slowfood.com

Calls to Action (join us, donate)
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Calls to Action (join us, donate)
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STOP
GMOS

STOP
OCEAN GRABBING

CESI N’EST PAS
UN STEAK.

EAT LESS MEAT
OF BETTER QUALITY

seulement

STOP
GLYPHOSATE

Political campaign posters
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Political campaign posters
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Digital Reports
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Applications

The expression and potential of the brand by applying it to a variety of communication tools
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Physical events

In-person Slow Food events may call for a display of 
creative freedom in the design, allowing creatives to 
play with the elements depending on the concept and 
magnitude of these events. Keep these principles in 
mind:
• Ensure the Slow Food logo is visible, recognizable, 
and doesn’t get lost among the rest of the elements. 
It should not be distorted or in colors that don’t repre-
sent the brand.

• Use colors and fonts that are aligned with the 
brand as much as possible. If for creative reasons 
you are not using elements mentioned in this brand 
book in your design, we recommend using graphics 
that are in line with the personality of Slow Food.

•Example:
Make the snail present in the graphic.
Use the Slow Food red.
Feature the logo
Use Slow Food in the event title (eg, Presented by 
Slow Food)
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Physical events
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Creating video content

When planning a video, remember these best 
practices:
• Establish a theme, what you want to achieve with the 
video, who it is for, and create a concept around it.
• Know where your video will live (e.g. website, Insta-
gram, etc.) According to the platform, you’ll know the 
requirements like length or even camera orientation.
• Tell a story that’s worth telling!

Video Styling
• Rule of thumb: Use the best filming equipment you 
have available to you.
•Make sure to have plenty of light, and clear audio to 
create a quality video.
• The video should be dynamic, entertaining, enga-
ging, and informative.

Video Length
The length of the video depends on the platform it 
will be displayed, concept, and intentions.
Attention span is short in social media, make sure to 
have an impactful first 10 seconds to grab the viewer’s 
attention

Video Branding
Ensure the Slow Food logo (or your specific campaign 
logo)  is prominent - either in the intro card, bottom of 
frame, or within visuals.
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BEST PRACTICES
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General brand recommendations on visuals (e.g. 
photography, graphics, etc.)
• Provide photography/imagery recommendations for 
each level of Slow Food organizations. For example:

- Global uses illustrations focusing on food issues 
(similar to the global posters)
- Regional uses photos of people and specific cultural 
foods or cultural elements that are thoughtful and 
represent similar brand values
- Local chapters use images of food/farms/local 
elements that align with a local focus

PHOTOGRAPHY AND IMAGERY BEST PRACTICES

BEST PRACTICES
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Tip 1

Maximize the use of natural light in all of its types, direct light, soft diffused, or reflected. Avoid using the direct flash of the phone. 
Use the light coming through a window, or the shade of a tree. Try different angles, think of what you want to communicate, and 
remove elements that might distract attention from your subject.
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Tip 2

Find the best angle and composition. Make sure your hero is in focus, and use the angle to show the characteristic that you want to 
highlight from your subject. For example, a slice of bread may look best from above, a tall sandwich from eye level, and a pie might 
look good at a 45° angle. Hint: Photos from above, also known as “bird’s eye view,” and from where I stand (FWIS) are popular on so-
cial media. OR For example, a high angle shot can show a composition made with an intention (flat lay), or an immense scene, a 45° 
angle helps give dimensionality to a rather flat subject by showing the front and surface of the scene. A straight-on angle can help 
show the height of your hero.  
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Tip 3

Consider the rule of thirds. Position the point of interest along the lines or at the intersections of the grid. Hint: Emphasize the WOW 
factor. Focus on different points of interest to diversify your photos.
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Tip 4

Embrace thoughtful styling. Get creative with props and styling to bring your images to the next level. Add texture, interesting 
backgrounds, and photo embellishments. Hint: tables, accessories, ingredients, textures, people (or just hands), are all fair game. 
Consider what emotion you want to convey e.g., 
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Publish diverse content. Don’t shoot photography of the same thing all the time—feature pictures that appeal to the lifestyle of your 
audience. Ensure your photos are diverse in terms of the subject, products, angles, and culture, etc. Hint: Leverage user-generated 
content to highlight the unique lifestyles and values of your audience. Feature photos from partners, community members, volunteers, 
farmers, etc.

Tip 5
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VIDEO PLANNING
Establish a theme, what you want to achieve with the video, who 
is it for, and create a concept around it.
Know where your video will live (e.g. website, Instagram, etc.) 
According to the platform, you’ll know the requirements like 
length or even camera orientation.
Tell a story that’s worth telling!

VIDEO STYLING
Rule of thumb: Use the best filming equipment you have available 
to you!
- Make sure to have plenty of light, and clear audio to create a 
quality video.
-The video should be dynamic, entertaining, engaging, and 
informative.

VIDEO LENGTH
- The length of the video depends on the platform it will be 
displayed, concept, and intentions.
- Attention span is short in social media, make sure to have an 
impactful first 10 seconds to grab the viewer’s attention

VIDEO BRANDING
Ensure the Slow Food logo is prominent - either in the intro card, 
bottom of frame, or within visuals
After your video ends, include an “outro” card with a strong call to 
action, or use YouTube annotations. always include your brand’s 
logo paired with a website URL, call to action and/or tagline that 
relates back to the content that the video addressed
Feature the same call to action in your video description if 
uploading on a website or social media so the goal of the video is 
clear

VIDEO CUSTOMIZATION
Customize your video content for every channels (e.g. square 
videos for social media and wide for websites and blogs)

9 TYPES OF VIDEOS TO CONSIDER
Demo Videos
Brand & Commercial Videos
Event Videos
Expert Interviews
Educational or How-To Videos
Explainer Videos
Animated Videos
Case Study & Testimonial Videos
Live Videos

BEST PRACTICES FOR CREATING AND SHARING VIDEOS
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DIGITAL CHANNELS BEST PRACTICES

SOCIAL MEDIA
The perception of your group’’s identity should be uniform across 
all channels. You’re not only building a stronger brand, but also 
creating awareness and loyalty. Make it easy for consumers to 
recognize your organization by maintaining consistency across the 
following areas:

• Logo + tagline. Always use the same logotype for your brand. This 
is a critical visual which will stick with your audience. If you have a 
memorable tagline, maintain the same one everywhere (and try to 
use it in conjunction with your logo).

Recommendation: Follow logo guidelines and include Slow Food’s 
tagline: Good, clean, and fair food for all. 

• Description. Use a clear, easy-to-digest “about us” description that 
is consistent across all your pages. Get to the point in the fewest 
amount of words; your users should immediately grasp what it is  
that your organization can do for them. Add a link to your website 
in this description if possible.

Recommendation: We envision a world where everyone can enjoy 
food that is good for them, good for the people who grow it, and 
good for the planet. We rally a worldwide movement to achieve 
good, clean and fair food for all.

• Tone & Voice. What is the personality of your brand, and what 
kinds of words do you use to communicate? Connect with your 
customers in an authentic way, and in the same way across all 
social media.

GUIDELINES FOR DIGITAL CHANNELS (SOCIAL MEDIA, EMAIL, WEBSITES, ETC.)
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Facebook

GUIDELINES FOR DIGITAL CHANNELS (SOCIAL MEDIA, EMAIL, WEBSITES, ETC.)
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GUIDELINES FOR DIGITAL CHANNELS (SOCIAL MEDIA, EMAIL, WEBSITES, ETC.)

Twitter
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EMAIL
• Email recipients often scan information and abandon emails that 
don’t offer them value or simply appear to be too dense. 
• Choose complimentary colors that fall within Slow Food’s primary 
or secondary color palette
• Utilize up to two of your brand fonts and use them throughout 
your emails. One for the headlines, and one for the main text and 
call to action buttons
• Don’t overcomplicate your email templates. Make sure that they’re 
simple, aesthetically pleasing, and recognizable as Slow Food
• Slow Food’s email template should include:
- Logo at top
- Large hero image
- Module 1

Headline 1
Copy
Call to action button

- Module 2
Image
Headline 
Copy 
Call to action button

- Footer: social media icons, legal requirements, unsubscribe link

WEBSITE
• Use approved brand fonts 
• Utilize primary color palette predominately and secondary color 
palette sparingly
• Optimize for mobile
• Use consistent favicon. Recommend solo red snail on transparent 
background (reference: https://slowfoodbrasil.org/)
• Red header bar at top of page highlighting donations (reference: 
https://slowfoodusa.org/)
White space with logo centered (reference: https://slowfoodusa.
org/)
• Navigation bar
• Large hero image featuring tagline: Good, clean and fair food for 
all
Call to action: Join the movement
Body content should be concise and create a natural user pathway
Provide clear call to actions

• The design of call to action buttons should utilize brand fonts 
and colors

Footer should be consistent on all entity sites and at a minimum 
include:

• Newsletter sign up
• Social media links

GUIDELINES FOR DIGITAL CHANNELS (SOCIAL MEDIA, EMAIL, WEBSITES, ETC.)
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The underlying philosophy is to control the visual representation 
of content with the widest reach and the longest shelf-life (e.g. 
websites, downloads, reports, etc.). 

Consider two primary content types: Informative and persuasive

INFORMATIVE 
• Slow Food to provide consistent templates and formats for 
creating and designing this content to be used at all entity levels
• This content can be foundational (i.e., vision, philosophy, values, 
etc.) or informative (updates on ongoing research, reports, position 
papers, templates, processes, etc.) 
• These types of materials are intended to remain consistent for 
long periods of time

PERSUASIVE / MARKETING 
• Applies to events, campaigns, projects, and programs
• These types of materials are typically short-lived
• The greatest amount of freedom will be given to local and regional 
entities based upon the reach of the audience
• For example, if a local chapter is promoting a fundraiser for a 
local program, allow the greatest amount of creative freedom. • 

If a local chapter is promoting a regional or global program, they 
should comply with visual standards set by the larger organization 
• For local materials, global should create a “tag/banner” for 
consistent logo placement and identification on persuasive 
materials

General brand recommendations for the following at the global, 
regional, and local levels: 

GLOBAL
• Global sets the tone for Slow Food. They speak to global issues 
and provide frameworks for regions and local chapters to apply the 
philosophies and frameworks

• Global should have a strong visual identity and consistency in 
persuasive materials. These materials should be easy to apply by 
regional and local chapters if they desire

• Global should provide foundational informative design frameworks 
that should be mandatory and easy to apply by regional and local 
chapters to establish and maintain resources

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EVENTS, CAMPAIGNS, PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS
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• If global is conducting a global campaign to be supported by 
regional and local chapters, they should provide materials and 
instructions for application
• If global is expecting regional and local chapters to maintain 
specific programs, they should provide minimum standards as well 
as allow for a significant amount of persuasive design freedom 

NATIONAL/REGIONAL
• National/Regional should have a close visual tie to global, 
leveraging global persuasive materials wherever possible
  
• Persuasive materials may be altered slightly to reflect regional 
issues and priorities 

• National/Regional should use all of the informative design 
frameworks provided by global

• If national/regional is conducting a national/regional campaign 
to be supported by local chapters, they should provide materials 
and instructions for application. Assuming resources for support 
may be minimal, provide simple, easily replicable materials to local 
chapters. If the project or program is being managed at the local 

level, provide the greatest amount of creative freedom

• National/regional should use imagery that focuses on issues/
topics that apply to them

LOCAL CHAPTER
• Local chapters should have the greatest amount of creative 
freedom possible for persuasive materials wherever possible
 
• While they should always seek to leverage global and regional 
materials, they should be given freedom to speak directly to their 
local audiences 

• Local should use all of the informative design frameworks provided 
by global. This avoids “reinventing the wheel” by local chapters 

• Local chapters should use imagery that focuses on issues/topics 
that apply to them 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EVENTS, CAMPAIGNS, PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS
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SLOW FOOD STYLE GUIDE

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

GENERAL NOTES ON SLOW FOOD STYLE
Slow Food uses American English for all of its English language content, communication 
materials, etc.

Slow Food uses a writing style that is direct and informative but also engaging, neither 
chatty nor pompous. As most content is published online and intended for a general 
audience, sentences and paragraphs should not be overlong and vocabulary should be 
straightforward. Titles and headings must be self-explanatory and use common usage 
words.

The “3 Cs”: Clarity, Consistency, and Concision are of the utmost importance in all written 
materials. Consistency and concision should only be sacrificed in the name of clarity.

Terminology
Slow Food uses many words that are new to the general public and not always fully 
understood even by members. Therefore, care must be taken to always explain our 
concepts clearly and avoid excessive use of lingo and jargon.
Unusual terms, including (but not limited to) the following, should be clearly defined on 
their first use in any article, website, publication, etc.

- Ark of Taste
- convivium (plural: convivia)

- Earth Markets
- food community
- Terra Madre
- good, clean and fair
- Presidium (plural: Presidia)

Brand
Slow Food is one unified worldwide organization (in spirit, if not in legal fact) and therefore 
the default organizational voice is “Slow Food,” as in “Slow Food organizes, believes, etc.” 
Where possible, avoid making “Slow Food” possessive (as in “Slow Food’s”).

When appropriate, specific entities within Slow Food (national association, local food 
communities, regional body, etc.) can be referenced in two different ways:

1) With reference to geographic areas:
Example: “Slow Food in the United States organized the “Time For Lunch” campaign in 
order to improve the food that American children eat in school every day.”
2) Using the entity’s official name:
Example: “Slow Food Germany organized the school garden project in Munich with the 
assistance of the Slow Food International Education office.”

International association: Slow Food International 
National associations: e.g. Slow Food Switzerland Regional branches: e.g. Slow Food 
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Tuscany
Slow Food convivia: e.g. Slow Food Sydney or the Sydney Convivium.

Character
Slow Food is unique among not-for-profit organizations, and has developed a distinct 
approach to defending and promoting sustainable food that focuses on the protection 
of quality foods, the environment, and small-scale producers, as well as on educating 
consumers. This approach is summarized by the good, clean and fair concept, and can be 
broken down into four key program areas, as established on thewebsite:

- ASSOCIATION A global network of more than 100,000 members, working to protect 
their food cultures, and part of the international movement.

- TERRA MADRE NETWORK Builds networks to connect producers and unite them with 
consumers.

- FOOD AND TASTE EDUCATION Educates consumers of all ages on good, clean and fair 
food.

- DEFENDING BIODIVERSITY Protects food biodiversity and traditions through projects 
managed by the Slow Food Foundation forBiodiversity.

These four areas can be used to help provide a clear overview of the activities and programs 
that Slow Food is involved in around the world.

Translations
All texts translated into English should be adapted to read as though they were originally 
written in English.

Translators should adapt titles and texts to make concepts as plainly and easily understood 
as possible. Clarity, consistency, concision.

Photos
Original Slow Food photos should be used where possible, rather than generic images 
from photo libraries.

Slow Food has a focus on using high-quality images in all its publications, and relies greatly 
on images as well as words. Slow Food International has an extensive photo archive. The 
archive is not accessible externally, but requests for photos can be made by other Slow 
Food bodies.

All photos should include a photo credit and caption.

SLOW FOOD TERMINOLOGY
This section is divided into the following categories:
- KeyTerms
- Education
- Events
- Organization
- Projects
- Publications and Documents

Terminology not directly related to Slow Food is dealt with in Grammar, Usage & 
Spelling (p. 11).

Key Terms
Ark of Taste – Project run by the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity to rediscover, 
catalogue, describe, and publicize forgotten foods. “Ark” always capitalized (e.g. “Ark 
products.”). Don’t capitalize Ark product names unless they contain a proper noun.
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convivia – Plural of convivium.

convivium – A local Slow Food branch or group. Only capitalized when used in conjunction 
with an actual chapter. Example: “the Slow Food Hong Kong Convivium.” A convivium is 
usually identified simply by its name (usually the place name) and the Slow Food prefix. 
Example: “Slow Food Sydney,” “Slow Food Edinburgh.” In the US, convivia are called “local 
chapters.” See food community.

convivium leader – The elected leader of a convivium. Not capitalized. (Ita: fiduciario.)

daily food – Phrase used to refer to everyday nutrition. Slow Food promotes a daily diet 
based upon environmentally and socially responsible products.

food community (Slow Food community) – the new form of aggregation and 
“functional unit” of the international network, to be phased in/tested between 2018 and the 
International Congress in 2020. Existing convivia will remain unchanged. People involved 
in a food community are not necessarily members of Slow Food; the community itself 
commits to supporting Slow Food’s global projects in some way. Each food community 
is linked to a particular place/region and has a principal activity. As with “convivium/
convivia,” “Food Community” is only capitalized when used in conjunction with an actual, 
specific community, but remains in lowercase when used generally (“food community”) or 
after a list. Example “the X Food Community”; “there are several food communities”; “the 
X, Y, and Z food communities.” When “Slow Food communities” is used in a general way,
“Food” is capitalized but “community” is not. Food communities base their names on their 
location and principal activity: “the (place name) Food Community of (principal activity)” or 
something similar. For more information see: https://www.slowfood.com/our-network/
slow-food-communities/
good, clean and fair – The three tenets of Slow Food’s approach to food and food 

production, as outlined in the Manifesto on Quality. Never capitalized or italicized, no 
serial comma.

local economy – An economic system that encourages the purchasing of locally produced 
goods and services over those produced farther away.

narrative label – Foundation project for alternative labeling. (Ita: etichetta narrante.)

Presidia – Projects run by the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity to directly help 
artisanal food producers. Always capitalize. Singular “Presidium,” plural “Presidia.” 
Individual products capitalized when using official name.
Example: “Siwa Date (Slow Food Presidium)” or “the Siwa Date Presidium.”

Presidium – Singular of “Presidia.”

Terra Madre food community – A group of small-scale producers and other community 
members united by production of a particular food and closely linked to a geographic 
area. Example: Ras El Oued Berber Herbal Tea Producers. See food community.

Education
Communications Lab – UNISG lab at the Pollenzo campus.

Cultural Gastronomy Workshops – UNISG integrated learning workshops.

Dream Canteen – Slow Food’s ideal cafeteria, serving good, clean and fair food to 
promote a higher standard of public catering. Not the name of a specific project.

learning community – A group of people who come together around an educational 

http://www.slowfood.com/our-network/slow-food-communities/
http://www.slowfood.com/our-network/slow-food-communities/
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activity or program about food.

Journey to the Origins of Taste – Slow Food sensory education guide to Taste Education, 
first produced in 2008. Includes the activity booklet “In What Sense.”

Master in Food Culture and Communications – UNISG post-graduate program.

Master in Italian Gastronomy and Tourism – UNISG post-graduate program.

Master of Food – Adult education program for Slow Food members offered in Italy since 
2001.

Master of Gastronomy – UNISG post-graduate program.

study trip – UNISG field trips.

Taste Education – Slow Food’s approach to food education based on the reawakening 
and training of the senses and the study of all aspects of food and its production. Always 
capitalized.

two-year graduate degree in Gastronomy and Food Communications – UNISG 
specialization program. (Ita: magistrale.)
UNISG – Use as is or in full, “the University of Gastronomic Sciences”; not “UniSG” or 
“Unisg” or “the UNISG,” etc.

University of Gastronomic Sciences – Slow Food-founded university with campus in 
Pollenzo, Italy.

three-year undergraduate degree in Gastronomic Sciences – UNISG 

undergraduate program. (Ita: triennale.)

Events
Beer Square – Beer area at Cheese and Slow Fish. (Ita: Piazza della Birra.)

Caffè Letterario – Slow Food Editore (publishing house) space at events.

Cheese – Slow Food’s biennial cheese event, held in Bra.

Cheese Market – Producers’ market at Cheese.

Dinner Dates – Special dinners and lunches during events. (Ita: Appuntamenti a Tavola.)

Earth Workshops – Themed panel discussions at Terra Madre.

Enoteca – Area dedicated to wine at events.

Great Hall of Cheese – Tasting area at Cheese.

Indigenous Terra Madre – Slow Food event dedicated entirely to Indigenous Peoples

Milk Workshops – Panel discussions at Cheese.

Press room – (Ita: Sala stampa.)

Slow Fish – Slow Food’s international campaign on sustainable seafood, and also the 
name of the international fair held to promote this, held biennially in Genoa, Italy since 
2003.
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Street Food – Area at events with stands selling street food.

Taste Workshop – Guided tastings at events. (Ita: Laboratori del Gusto.)

Terra Madre Day – Celebrated by the global Slow Food and Terra Madre network on 
December 10. First held in 2009 to mark Slow Food’s 20th anniversary.

Terra Madre regional meetings – Terra Madre network gatherings held at a national 
level.

Terra Madre Salone del Gusto – Biennial Slow Food event dedicated to gastronomy 
and the bringing together of food communities. Do not translate, do not use the article 
“the.” Example: “Preparations are beginning for Terra Madre Salone del Gusto.”

Water Workshop – Panel discussion at Slow Fish. (Ita: Laboratori dell’acqua.)

Organization
Agenzia di Pollenzo – Building complex in Pollenzo, Italy, which houses UNISG, the 
Wine Bank, and the Albergo dell’Agenzia hotel.

Albergo dell’Agenzia – Hotel in the Agenzia di Pollenzo. Example: “the Albergo 
dell’Agenzia hotel.”

Arcigola – Slow Food’s predecessor, an Italian association formed in 1986.

Cittaslow – Independent movement, seeking to promote the philosophy of Slow Food to 

local communities and local governments. Do not translate.

International Congress – Slow Food’s highest deliberative body, held every 4 years.

International Council – Assembly that represents the main forum for dialogue between 
local Slow Food representatives.

International Executive Committee – Slow Food International’s highest governing 
body, elected at the International Congress. (Ita: Comitato Esecutivo.)

International President – The head of Slow Food International, elected at the 
International Congress.

International Secretary – Elected at the International Congress.

International Vice Presidents – Nominated by the International President at the 
International Congress.

national associations – Governed by national boards, they coordinate Slow Food 
activities and projects according to their country’s needs.

Slow Food – In general use “Slow Food,” but “the Slow Food association” can also be 
used when talking about the formal organization and its members or more broadly “the 
Slow Food movement.” See also General Notes on Slow Food Style (p. 2).

Slow Food Editore – Slow Food’s Italy-based publishing company.

Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity – The non-profit arm of Slow Food responsible 
for biodiversity defense projects including the Presidia, the Ark, Earth Markets, 10,000 
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Gardens in Africa, and the Cooks’ Alliance. Can be shortened to “the Slow Food Foundation” 
or “the Foundation” after first mention. (Ita: Fondazione Slow Food.)

Slow Food International – The global head office of Slow Food.

Slow Food members – Slow Food is a member-supported non-profit organization. 
Members pay to join a local convivium and are invited to become active by organizing or 
participating in local, national, and international events and projects.

Slow Food Promozione – For-profit branch of Slow Food Italy that organizes major Slow 
Food events.

Slow Food Study Center – Slow Food’s research center, established as part of Slow Food 
Italy.

Slow Food Youth Network (SFYN) – Slow Food’s worldwide network of young people.

Terra Madre – The international network of food communities launched by Slow Food in 
2004. Never translated.

Wine Bank – Archive of Italian wines in Pollenzo. (Ita: La Banca del Vino.)

Projects
10,000 Gardens in Africa – Project run by the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity to 
create gardens in African schools and villages.

Ark of Taste – Project run by the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity to rediscover, 
catalogue, describe, and publicize forgotten foods. Always capitalized. Example: “Ark 

products.” Don’t capitalize Ark product names unless they contain a proper noun.

Earth Markets – Slow Food’s international network of farmers’ markets, established 
according to specific guidelines, and run by the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity.

Granaries of Memory – UNISG’s project to record traditional knowledge (Ita: Granai 
della Memoria)

Orto in Condotta – Slow Food’s school gardens project in Italy.

Presidia – Projects run by the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity to directly help 
artisanal food producers. Always capitalize. Singular “Presidium,” plural “Presidia.” 
Individual products capitalized when using official name.
Example: “Siwa Date (Slow Food Presidium)” or “the Siwa Date Presidium.”

Presidium – Singular of “Presidia.”

Presidium coordinator – Responsible for the development and activities of an individual 
Presidium and coordination of its producers. (Ita: Referente produttori del Presidio.)

production protocol – The list of regulations governing production of a particular 
Presidium product. (Ita: disciplinare.)

Slow Cheese – Slow Food’s campaign to protect small-scale cheese production. Not to be 
confused with Cheese the event. (Ita: Resistenza Casearia.)

Slow Food Cooks’ Alliance – Project linking chefs with local small-scale producers. As 
of November 2017 the Alliance is active in 20 countries.
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Slow Meat – Slow Food campaign to promote the consumption of less and better meat.

Publications and Documents
See Key Documents (https://www.slowfood.com/about-us/key-documents/)

Code of Use For Slow Food Logos – Document outlining the rules of use of Slow Food 
logos.

Declaration of Chengdu – Pledge made at the closing of the 7th International Congress 
in 2017.

Declaration of Puebla – Pledge made at the closing of the 5th International Congress 
in 2007.

International Statute – Regulations governing Slow Food; amendments voted upon at 
the International Congress.

Slow Food Almanac – Annual Slow Food publication produced for members.

Slow Food Companion – Online publication outlining the association’s philosophy and 
projects.

Slow Food Manifesto – Slow Food’s founding manifesto, endorsed by delegates from 
15 countries on December 10, 1989.

Slow Food Manifesto for Quality – Manifesto defining Slow Food’s idea of food quality 
according to good, clean and fair.

Slow Food Manifesto in Defense of Raw Milk Cheese – Manifesto defining Slow 
Food’s campaign to protect cheese made from raw milk.

Slow Food Presidia – Publication describing the more than 500 Presidia around the 
world.

Social Report – Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity annual report on the social, 
economic, environmental, and cultural impacts of projects. (Ita: Bilancio Sociale.)

GRAMMAR, USAGE & SPELLING
Always use US-style grammar and spelling.

ages – Hyphenate when used as an adjective. Example: “the thousand-year-old trees” but “the 
trees were a thousand years old.”

aging – Not “ageing” (UK).

agroecology – Not hyphenated. Adjective: agroecological.

alpine – Pertaining to any high mountain.

Alpine – Pertaining to the Alps.

altitude – See elevation

AOC – Leave as is, and spell out in lowercase in parentheses directly after first use 
(appellation d’origine contrôlée). AOC product names should always be capitalized, and 
never italicized.

http://www.slowfood.com/about-us/key-documents/)
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artisan – Noun, but see artisanal.

artisanal – Adjective, except when referring to people, then use “artisan.” Example: “artisan 
fishers” but “artisanal fishing methods.”
“Artisan-produced chocolate” (produced by artisans), but “artisanally produced chocolate” 
(produced using artisanal methods).

BC/AD– No punctuation.

biannual/biennial – “Biannual” means twice each year, while “biennial” means once 
every 2 years. Cheese is a biennial event.

book titles – Italicized, and all main words capitalized, unless an unofficial translation of 
a title from another language. Example: “Pride and Prejudice,” but “Una nuvola d’ira (A cloud 
of rage) by Giovanni Arpino.” If the book is well known or often referred to in English, use 
the official translated title, italicized and capitalized: “One Hundred Years of Solitude by 
Gabriel García Márquez.” Also capitalize words after a colon in a title, and always use a 
colon between a title and subtitle. See titles (media/publications).

breeds – Do not capitalize animal breed names as a matter of course: Only capitalize 
proper nouns. Example: “Damascus goats,” “the Damascus goat breed,” but “the large 
black breed of pig.” In cases such as “Vestland fjord cattle,” follow the example of “Bernese 
mountain dog” or “Scottish highland cattle,” in which the place name is capitalized (in 
this particular case “Vestland” translates to “Western”—see compass points) but the 
geographic feature, if used in a general sense, is in lowercase. Foreign breeds generallydo 
not need to be italicized, since they are often named for places (proper nouns are never 
italicized) and/or contain the English name of the species (e.g. “the latxa cara negra 
sheep”). Remember that PDO/PGI (etc.) and Presidium products, including animal breeds, 
should always be capitalized. Do not confuse breed with species. See italics and names.

cacao - Cacao tree, cacao pods, cacao beans. Use “cocoa” only when referring to the 
processed powder made from fermented and dried beans.

campaigns/projects – Slow Food campaigns should be capitalized (when in English, 
otherwise depending on the language) and in quotation marks. Example: “Slow Food USA’s 
“Time for Lunch” campaign”, “The training program “Exportacion, calidad y competitividad 
territorial” helped producers to...”

cassava – “cassava” and “manioc” are both acceptable terms, but use one or the other, not 
both, within a given text/passage, and be sensitive to context (in some countries “cassava” 
is the preferred term, while in others “manioc” is more common). Prefer “cassava/manioc” 
to “tapioca” and “yuca.”

centuries – “19th century” (noun) but “19th-century” (adjective before a noun).

cheese – “Cow’s/goat’s/sheep’s milk cheese” or “cow/goat/sheep cheese.” General 
types of cheese are lowercase – “mozzarella”, “toma”, “chèvre” – while PDO/PGI (etc.) and 
Presidia are always capitalized. See foreign food names and names.

cheesemaker, cheesemaking

chili – Not “chilli” or “chile.” It is better to use either “chili” or “pepper,” rather than “chili 
pepper.” Plural “chilies.”

colon – When the words after a colon form a full sentence, capitalize the first letter after the 
colon. Example: “There were three colors: red, blue, and white” but “The Foundation works 
in many areas: It is active in protecting biodiversity, promoting sustainable agriculture, 
and defending traditional foods.”
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colors – Hyphenate colors when used as adjective before a noun. Example: “slate-blue 
feathers”, “reddish-brown leaves,” but “the feathers are slate blue,” “the leaves are reddish 
brown.” See hyphens.

commas – In lists of two or more items, always use a comma before the last item to 
reduce the likelihood of confusion. Two (or more) adjectives in a row need a comma 
between them only if their order can be switched, or the comma(s) replaced with “and,” 
without the phrase becoming confusing or cumbersome. In general, as long as clarity is 
maintained, try to use fewer commas rather than more. In numbers, never use a comma 
instead of the decimal point. For a firm named after three or more partners, double check 
the way that the firm renders their name: There is usually no comma before the last name, 
and an ampersand (“&”) is often used instead of “and” (e.g. “McKim, Mead & White”).

compass points – Directions of the compass are capitalized only as a part of a name that 
has been established by usage to designate particular regions, like “Southern Italy” or 
“Eastern Europe,” but not when they merely indicate direction or general location: “in the 
south of France,” “western Virginia.” Capitalize northern, southern, eastern, and western 
when they refer to the cultural and social activities of people. Do not capitalize when they 
refer to the location, geography, or climate of the region. Example: “Southern hospitality,” 
“southern Peru.” No hyphens in quarter compass points. Example: “Turin is in northwest 
Italy.”

corn – “corn” and “maize” are both acceptable terms, but use one or the other, not both, 
within a given text/passage. The decision over which term to use should be informed by 
the context: Some Anglophone countries use “corn,” while others use “maize.” In the case 
of non-English-speaking countries/communities, prefer corn.

couscous

cultivar – A cultivar is cultivated variety (i.e. the result of artificial selection) that is 
morphologically or otherwise distinct from related varieties/cultivars, and that retains its 
distinct qualities when propagated. In general, it is better to simply use “variety” (see 
variety, and remember not to capitalize variety names unless they contain a proper noun). 
According to strict conventions, cultivar names should be capitalized and surrounded by 
single quotes (e.g. “the ‘Yukon Gold’ potato” or “Solanum tuberosum ‘Yukon Gold’”), but it is 
not necessary to observe this convention. See ecotype.

cured meats – Capitalize names of PDO/PGI (etc.) and Presidium products, but use 
lowercase for generic names (“prosciutto,” “pancetta,” “capocollo”). See foreign food 
names.

currencies – Use currency symbols. Include the decimal point followed by “00” only when 
a whole-number amount appears in the same context with fractional amounts. Example: 
“the cost was €17,” but “the items cost €13.50,
€17.00, and €11.99.”

dates – “November 23, 2009,” never “November 23rd, 2009” or “23 Nov 2009” or “23rd 
Nov.” Commas are used between two numbers or two words: “Tuesday, March 17, 2015.” 
Comma after year if the date appears mid-sentence: “On November 23, 2009, Slow Food 
hosted an event…” etc. Avoid “from 2008-09,” and instead use “from 2008 to 2009” or “in 
2008-09.” Avoid
“between 2008-09” and instead use “between 2008 and 2009” or “in 2008-09.”

decades – Can be “in the 1950s” or “in the 50s,” but prefer “1950s” to “50s” unless it is 
perfectly clear what century you are talking about. There is no need to use an apostrophe, 
as in “50’s” or “’50s”.
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DOC, DOCG – Leave as is, but spell out in lowercase in parentheses directly after first use 
(denominazione di origine controllata, denominazione di origine controllata e garantita). 
DOC/DOCG product names should always be capitalized, and never italicized.

DOP – See PDO/PGI

doughnut – Not “donut.”

ecotype – An ecotype is a population within a species (plant, animal, or otherwise) that 
is genetically adapted to a particular place and/or set of environmental conditions. It 
differs from a cultivar (see cultivar) mainly in the sense that it is not the result of artificial 
selection. “Ecotype” can be a good word to use, but make sure that you are using it correctly. 
Although “variety” and “ecotype” can be used interchangeably in casual contexts, be aware 
that an ecotype is not the same thing as a variety according to the botanical definition (see 
variety), nor is it the same as a subspecies (ecotype is not an official taxonomic rank). A 
landrace is similar to an ecotype, but “landrace” is used only for domesticated species.

e.g./i.e. – They are not the same: “e.g.” means “for example”; “i.e.” means “in other 
words.” Try to avoid.

elevation – Prefer “elevation” to “altitude” when expressing distance above sea level.

enology – Not “oenology” (UK).

etc. – Try to avoid it. If you must use it, remember the following: “etc.” is always written 
with a period, even if it falls in the middle of a sentence, and regardless of whether it is 
immediately followed by other punctuation. However, at the end of a sentence, the period 
in “etc.” is the period for that sentence. Example (note the use of commas after “etc.”): 
“Apples, pears, etc. ripen in autumn,” or “we grew apples, pears, etc., and made pies and 

jams”; but (at end of sentence) “we used to grow apples, pears, etc.” not “apples, pears, 
etc..” If “etc.” falls at the end of a sentence that ends with a question mark, retain the 
period: “…etc.?” If it falls at the end of parenthetical phrase that ends a sentence, a period 
still must be written after the closing parenthesis: “...(…etc.).”

EU – (European Union) No punctuation.

events – Event titles capitalized, no italics or quotation marks. Example: “Terra Madre 
Azerbaijan was held earlier this month.”

extra virgin olive oil – “extra virgin” should not be hyphenated.

fava bean – Not “broad bean.”

figures – See numbers.

film titles – Italicize. Example: “She directed The Age of Stupid” or “His latest film is Pranzo 
a Ferragosto (Mid-August Lunch).” For title translations, see www.imdb.com and book 
titles. See titles (media/publications).

flavor/flavorful – Not “flavour”/”flavourful” (UK).

foodways – One word.

foreign food names – Italicize uncommon foreign food names the first time they are 
used. If a translation is given, put it in quotation marks. Example: “Ketan hitam, which 
means “black sticky rice” in Indonesian, is a glutinous variety of japonica rice.” Names that 
contain a proper noun should usually not be italicized, unless they occur in a list of names 
that are italicized, in which case, for the sake of clarity/consistency, use italics. See italics 

http://www.imdb.com/
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and names.

foreign words: Foreign words/phrases, including those in dialect, should be italicized 
the first time they are used unless they are proper nouns, the names of ethnic groups 
or indigenous communities, or commonly used words. If a translation is given, put it in 
quotation marks. See foreign food names and italics.

fractions – Should be spelled out in text. Example: “one eighth,” “four fifths,” “a quarter.” 
Fractions used as adjectives should be hyphenated: “a two-thirds majority,” but “two thirds 
of the parliament.”

gastronome – Not “gastronomer.”

genus – See scientific names.

geographical names – Capitalize valley, river, etc.when referring to a particular one, but 
use lowercase when referring to several. Example: “the Po River,” but “the Ossau, Aspe, 
and Barétous valleys.” Place names that do not have a commonly used or well-known 
English equivalent should not be translated. Example: “Monte Viso” or “Monviso,” not 
“Mount Viso,” but “Mount Vesuvius” is fine.
Capitalize administrative units such as “Province,” “County,” and “Region” when they 
are used in conjunction with a single specific area. Example: “in Cuneo Province,” but 
“throughout the province” and “in Cuneo, Alba, and Torino provinces.” See names and, in 
the translation glossary, provincia and regione (and apply this rule universally, not just to 
the Italian context).
global south/global north – lowercase.

grape varieties – See wine. 

gray – Not “grey” (UK).

h – Use “an” before words in which the “h” is silent, and “a” when the “h” is pronounced. 
Example: “an honor,” “an hour,” but “a house,” “a hamburger.”

headings and subheadings – Headings and subheadings should all be capitalized.

heirloom – Use for plant varieties. See heritage. 

heritage – Use for animal breeds. See heirloom. homemade – One word.
hot – Avoid using “hot” when you could use “spicy.” Reserve “hot” for temperature.

hyphens – In compound words, hyphens are sometimes necessary (e.g. with a prefix 
before a capital letter or a numeral, as in “sub-Saharan” and “pre-1900”; or when the prefix 
ends with the same letter that the base word starts with, as in “anti-inflammatory”). Apart 
from these cases, avoid hyphens when possible (e.g. “precolonial,” not “pre-colonial”; 
“intergenerational,” not “inter- generational”). Compound adjectives (whether adjective + 
participle, noun + adjective, noun + participle, etc.) should be hyphenated only when they 
fall before the noun (e.g. “slate-blue feathers,” but “the feathers are slate blue”). This is 
true of adverb + participle/adjective compounds as well, as long as the adverb does not 
end in “ly” (e.g. “a well-established principle,” but “the principle was well established”; “a 
fully formed idea” and “the idea was fully formed”). If in doubt, remember that clarity is 
always the goal. “Raw milk” and “extra virgin” are never hyphenated, but “eco-gastronomy” 
and “neo-gastronomy” should be.

ice cream

IGP – See PDO/PGI
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IGT – Leave as is, but spell out in lowercase in parentheses directly after first use 
(indicazione geografica tipica). IGT product names should always be capitalized, and 
never italicized.

Indians – In the Americas, prefer “indigenous peoples” or “Native Americans.”

indigenous peoples – the names of indigenous groups should always be capitalized. 
Be sure to use endonyms (the names that indigenous groups give themselves, e.g. Sámi), 
not exonyms (the names used by outside groups, e.g. Lapps or Laplanders). See people/
peoples.

italics – Italicize uncommon foreign words and phrases (including anything in dialect) 
the first time they are used. This includes the names of foods, breeds, etc. Do not italicize 
proper nouns or the names of ethnic groups or indigenous communities. If a breed or 
food name contains a proper noun, do not italicize any part of the name (unless it occurs 
in a list or sentence with other italicized foreign names, in which case use italics for the 
sake of clarity/consistency). Do not italicize Presidium or PDO/PGI, etc., products. See 
breeds, foreign food names, foreign words, quotation marks, and titles (media/
publications). For rules about translated titles, see book titles, and follow the same rules 
for movie titles, etc.

kola – Not “cola” when referring the kola nut (various species in the genus
Cola) or the plant Garcinia kola.

Lake – Goes before the name: “Lake Trasimeno.”

liquor/liqueur – “Liquor” refers to distilled alcoholic beverages, while “liqueur” refers to 
a sweetened alcoholic infusion.

lists – Always use a comma before the “and” in a list of three or more items. Example: “the 
Italian flag is red, white, and green.” Exception: “good, clean and fair.” See commas. Do 
not use too many lists in a given text and do not put too many items in any one list. When 
listing adjectives, use only the ones that are truly necessary for an accurate description. It is 
often a good idea to try to distribute necessary descriptors over a number of sentences—
you don’t need to say everything in one sentence.

maize – See corn. 

manioc – See cassava.

measurements – Keep in metric. It is fine to use imperial or other units in certain 
contexts as long as the metric equivalent is given in parentheses. For clarity, it is advisable 
to spell out the unit (e.g. “kilograms,” not “kg”), especially since this will ensure that you 
do not type the wrong unit accidentally (e.g. “mm” instead of “m”). Abbreviate units only in 
special cases, such as when a unit is used more than once in the same sentence, in which 
case abbreviate only after the first use. Use “tonne” (not “ton” or “metric ton”) for 1,000 
kilograms.

medieval – Not capitalized.

mold – Not “mould” (UK).

names – If you are writing about a breed/product/variety that comes from a region where 
multiple languages are spoken, and that breed’s/product’s/variety’s name is spelled 
differently in each of those languages (e.g. sheep breeds from the Basque Country, which 
may be spelled differently in Spanish, Basque, and French), pick one language and stick 
to it. Follow this rule for place names as well. The language you pick should not be chosen 
randomly, but intelligently, based on the context. See foreign food names, italics, 
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PDO/PGI, and Presidium products.

numbers – Use words for simple numerals from one through ten and figures for anything 
greater than ten. Example: “there were three cows,” but “she was 29 years old.” Never start 
a sentence with a figure, spell it out instead. Example: “Twenty years ago, this cheese 
was produced throughout the region…” Use figures for page references, sets of numbers 
where some are greater than ten, and with units of measurement, time, etc. Examples: “p. 
5,” “the children were ages 3, 5, and 15,” “7 meters,” “stir the ingredients for 5 minutes.” 
Use commas for numbers that are four digits or more (e.g. “1,200”) and a decimal point 
preceded by a “0” for numbers less than 1 (e.g. “0.0004”). See percent. Ordinal numbers: 
use words for numbers up to ten (i.e. “first”… “tenth”) and figures for anything higher (i.e. 
“11th” etc.). Always spell out ordinal numbers at the beginning of a sentence. For “first” 
through “tenth” it is fine to use, for example, “2nd edition” instead of “second edition” in the 
context of bullet points, headings, chronologies, etc., but not in running text.

-ogue – (As opposed to “-og”). Use “catalogue,” “analogue,” and “dialogue.”

osteria – Not italicized, plural “osterias.”

passito wine

parentheses – If the entire sentence is in parentheses, the period goes inside the closing 
parenthesis. If a parenthetical phrase falls at the end of a sentence, the period goes 
outside the closing parenthesis. Use parentheses sparingly and strategically, and do not 
use them where commas would suffice.

pasta – Plural is “pastas.”

PDO/PGI – Use in place of “DOP/IGP” in English texts, and spell out in lowercase in 

parentheses directly after first use (protected designation of origin, protected geographical 
indication). PDO/PGI (and AOC, DOC, IGT, etc.) product names are almost always 
capitalized and not italicized. Protected names should generally be left un-translated 
(though a translation should be included in parentheses after the first use, for clarity).

pâté

people/peoples – “People” is either the plural of “person” or the singular collective 
noun for a group (a culture, nationality, etc.). “Peoples” is the plural of the collective 
noun “people,” and refers to multiple cultural, ethnic, national, etc. groups (i.e. a group 
of groups). Be mindful of which word you use, and be careful when using the possessive 
(people’s versus peoples’). See indigenous peoples.

percent – Use “%” except when spelling out the figure. Example: “50%,” “five percent.” 
(If a sentence begins with a percentage, both the figure and the word “percent” must be 
spelled out.)

pizzeria – Not italicized, plural is “pizzerias.”

presentations/lectures – In quotation marks. Example: “Vandana Shiva’s lecture, “The 
Dangers of GMOs,” was well attended.”

Presidium products – Always capitalized, never italicized. When mentioning a Presidium 
product that is not the topic/focus of the text/passage, put “Slow Food Presidium” in 
parentheses after the name of a Presidium product, just as you would include “PDO” in 
the name of a PDO product. See names.

pronouns – “Whose” can be used to refer to non-human subjects.
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Puglia – Not “Apulia.”

quotation marks – Use doubles for direct speech, with singles for a quotation within a 
quotation. If a quotation includes the title of a song, or any other title that would normally 
be written in quotation marks (see titles (media/publications)), retain the double quotes. 
Include all punctuation except for colons and semi-colons within quotation marks. Avoid 
using “scare quotes” to set off words for extra emphasis.

raw milk – Never hyphenated, even when used as an adjective.

River – Goes after the name: “Po River.”

sauté, sautéed

scientific names – Scientific names should be given (in parentheses if necessary) 
immediately after the common name, and are written as follows: Genus species (Genus 
always capitalized, species never capitalized, both always italicized). Initials or abbreviations 
of the name of the taxonomist who assigned the scientific name do not need to be included. 
Family and higher- order names are capitalized but not italicized. If the genus is known but 
the species is unidentified, use the abbreviation “sp.” after the genus name, and if you are 
referring to more than one species in the same genus (which may be the case for insects 
and fish, as well as plants, since common names often correspond to multiple species), 
use the abbreviation “spp.” after the genus name. In both cases, the genus name should 
still be capitalized and italicized, but “sp./spp.” should not. If referring to a subspecies, 
the proper formulation is Genus species subspecies. Example: the domestic dog, Canis lupus 
familiaris, is a subspecies of the gray wolf, Canis lupus. (In many cases, the species name 
is removed, so the domestic dog would be simply Canis familiaris.) It is acceptable to use 
the abbreviation “subsp.” (Canis lupus subsp. familiaris), but do not use “ssp.” If referring 
to a variety, the proper formulation is Genus species var. variety. Example: naked barley is 

Hordeum vulgare var. nudum. If referring to a hybrid, the proper formulation is Genus x 
species. Example: the bitter orange, Citrus x aurantium, is a hybrid of Citrus reticulata (the 
mandarin) and Citrus maxima (the pomelo). Make sure that scientific nomenclature is up 
to date! Wikipedia is a fine place to start, as scientific names are almost always current. 
The Integrated Taxonomic Information System (www.itis.gov) and Tropicos (www.tropicos.
org) are also good resources. If you refer to more than one species of the same genus in 
a single sentence, you may abbreviate the genus for each species after the first. Example: 
“some of the species used to make génépi are Artemisia umbelliformis, A. glacialis, and A. 
genipi.” See cultivar.

seasons – Never capitalized. Example: “In summer…”

soybean – Not “soy bean.”

species – Non-scientific names of species are not capitalized, unless they incorporate 
proper nouns. Examples: “serval cat,” “African elephant.” See scientific names.

tempeh – Context dependent. The English spelling is “tempeh,” but use the Javanese 
“tempe” for local names. Example: “Velvet bean tempeh” but “tempe benguk.”

that/which – “That” defines, “which” gives extra information (often in a clause enclosed 
between commas): “this is the house that Jack built,” but “this house, which John built, is 
falling down.” Most people overuse “which,” so be vigilant.

time – Use the 12-hour clock. Times should be written as follows: “10 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 12 
p.m., 5:30 p.m.” Reminder: midnight is 12 a.m. and midday is 12 p.m.

titles (media/publications) – The titles of books, newspapers and magazines, academic 
journals, reports (government, scientific, internal, etc.), plays, radio and television 
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programs, musical albums, long poems, and works of art should be italicized. Book 
chapters, newspaper or magazine articles, and the titles of lectures/presentations, 
scientific/academic articles, episodes of TV shows, short poems, and songs should be 
written in quotes. See foreign words and quotation marks. For rules about translated 
titles, see book titles, and follow the same rules for movie titles, etc.

titles (professional) – title positions are capitalized when stated as an official title (e.g. 
“Slow Food President Carlo Petrini said…”), but are lowercase when describing a person’s 
position in a sentence (e.g. “Carlo Petrini, president of Slow Food, said…”).

trattoria – Not italicized, plural is “trattorias.”

unique – Try not to use this word, unless the thing you are describing really is the only 
one of its kind.

US/USA – (United States of America) No punctuation.

variety – Do not capitalize variety names as a matter of course: Only capitalize proper 
nouns. Remember that PDO/PGI (etc.) and Presidium products, including varieties, should 
(almost always) be capitalized. In common usage, “variety” simply means a particular type, 
kind, form, morph, etc. In botany, however, variety is a taxonomic rank below subspecies. 
It is fine to use “variety” in either sense, as long as you are aware of the differences. 
The Nepi white onion (Allium cepa) is a variety in the informal sense, while naked barley 
(Hordeum vulgare var. nudum) is a variety in the botanical sense. See cultivar, ecotype, 
names, and scientific names.

which/that – See that/which.

wine – The names of wines are capitalized only if derived from a proper noun, or if the 

name is protected (IGT, DOC, etc.). The same rule applies to grape varieties. Example: “Of 
all the grapes grown in Piemonte, nebbiolo produces the most tannic wines,” or “Piemonte 
produces many different nebbiolo wines,” but “Last night I tasted an excellent Nebbiolo 
d’Alba.”

Yogurt – Not “yoghurt” (UK).

TRANSLATION GLOSSARY
agroalimentare – “agricultural” or “food” (adjective). Sistema agroalimentare
should be translated to “food system” or “agri-food system.”

agroecologia – “agroecology”

alimentazione – “diet” or “food,” not “alimentation.”

allevatore – Prefer “farmer” to “breeder,” unless used in a very specific sense. Example: 
allevatore di cavalli – “horse breeder”; allevatore di pollame – “poultry farmer.”

alpeggio – “Alpine pasture,” “Alpine dairy,” or “mountain pasture,” “mountain dairy” 
depending on context.

Alta (valley) – “Upper”

analisi sensoriale – “sensory analysis”

antica – If describing a plant or seed variety, translate to “heirloom”; if describing an 
animal breed, translate as “heritage” (depending on context).

aperitivo – If talking about a specific drink, use “aperitif” but for an event you can use 
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“aperitivo.”

Appuntamenti a tavola – “Dinner Dates”

appuntamenti musicali – “musical events” or “concerts”

aroma – Translate as “flavor” or “aroma,” depending on the context.

assessorato – “department”

assessore – “councilor”

associazione – When referring to Slow Food, can be “association” or “organization.”

attività didattiche – “educational activities”

autoctono – “native,” not “autocthonous.” “Indigenous” can be used, but should generally 
be reserved for describing peoples.

azienda agricola – “farm” or “winery,” depending on context (azienda vinicola is always 
“winery”).

Banca del Vino – “Wine Bank”

Biennio di Laurea Magistrale – “two-year postgraduate specialization”

bilancio sociale – “social report” 

biologico – “organic,” never “biological” 

biodiversità – “biodiversity”

bottarga – “botargo”

buono, pulito e giusto – “good, clean and fair”

Caffè letterario – “Caffè Letterario”

caglio – “rennet”

caglio vegetale – “vegetable rennet” 

cantina – “winery” or “cellar” 

cartella stampa – “press kit”

Centro Studi Slow Food – “Slow Food Study Center”

cereale – Often “grain” rather than “cereal.”

Cheese – Le forme del latte – “Cheese – Milk in All its Shapes and Forms”

Chioschi di degustazione – “Tasting Booths”

Circo dell’Educazione del Gusto – “Taste Education Circus” 

Città di Torino – “City of Turin,” not “Turin Municipal Authority.” 
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Comitato di Presidenza – “International Governing Body”
 
comitato scientifico – Use “technical committee” or “academic committee” rather than 
“scientific committee.”

commissione internazionale dell’Arca – “International Ark Commission”

comune – “town” or “city.” See Comune.

Comune – “Municipal Authority” (local government authority) or “municipality” 
(geographic area).

condotta – Italian convivium.

contadino – Prefer “farmer” to “peasant.” As adjective, use “rural.”

contrassegno – brand

corso di Laurea in Scienze gastronomiche – “three-year undergraduate degree course 
in Gastronomic Sciences” or “degree course in Gastronomic Sciences”

corso di laurea triennale – “three-year undergraduate degree course”

crosta (cheese) – “rind”

Cucina di strada – “Street Food”

dare dignità – “to give recognition”

decina – Generally translate as “dozen.” Example: decine di razze – “dozens of breeds.”

degustazione guidata – “guided tasting”

didattica – “academic,” “teaching,” or “educational,” never “didactic.”

digestivo – “digestif”

disciplinare di produzione – “production protocols” (can also be production regulations, 
but not when describing Presidia)

distillati – Prefer “spirits” to distillates.

docente di – “lecturer in”

docenti (UNISG) – “lecturers”

DOP – “PDO” with definition (“protected designation of origin”).

dottore/dottoressa – Don’t translate, unless referring to a medical doctor or someone 
with a PhD. Can use “Mr.” or “Ms.” if necessary.

dozzina – Generally translate as “decade” rather than “twelve” when referring to years. 
Example: una dozzina di anni – “around a decade.”

eco-gastronomia, eco-gastronomica – “eco-gastronomy,” “eco- gastronomic”

educa, promuove, tutela – “educates, promotes, protects”
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enogastronomia – Translated as “food and wine,” not “enogastronomy.”

Enoteca – Don’t translate.

equo-solidale – “fair trade” or “fair-trade” (adjective).

farro – Can be either “einkorn,” “emmer,” or “spelt”, so best to leave as “farro.” In specific/
technical instances, farro piccolo or farro monococco is “einkorn,” farro medio or farro dicocco 
is “emmer,” and farro grande or spelta is “spelt.”

fava – “fava bean” not “broad bean”

fermier/fermière (French) – “farmhouse” (if part of a protected name, leave un-
translated).

fiduciario – “convivium leader”

filiera – “production,” “production chain”, or “production process”; or “distribution chain” 
(depends on context).

filetto – “fillet” (except in French usage: “filet mignon”).

Fondazione Slow Food per la Biodiversità Onlus – “the Slow Food Foundation for 
Biodiversity”

fondi – “funds”

formaggio a pasta cotta – “cooked-curd cheese” 

formaggio a pasta cruda – “uncooked-curd cheese” 

formaggio a pasta filata – “stretched-curd cheese” 

forno a legna – “wood-fired oven” not “wood oven”

frazione – Prefer “village,” as in “Pollenzo is a village near Bra”; alternatively “hamlet” or 
“suburb.”

friabile – “crumbly”

gastronomo – “gastronome”

giallo paglierino – “straw yellow” (or “straw-yellow” if directly before noun).

Gran Sala dei formaggi – “Great Hall of Cheese”

Grande Mercato dei Formaggi – “Cheese Market”

grano – “wheat,” not “grain”

gruppo di acquisto (GAS) – “buying group”

Guida alle birre d’Italia – Slow Food Editore Italian-language publication. Keep original 
title, can follow with “(Guide to Italian beers).”

handicappato – “disabled”

IGP – “PGI” with definition (“protected geographical indication”). 
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industria agroalimentare – “agri-food industry” or “food industry” 

istituto alberghiero – “hospitality school”

Laboratorio del gusto – “Taste Workshop” 

Laboratorio del latte – “Milk Workshop” 

Laboratorio dell’acqua – “Water Workshop” 

Laboratorio della terra – “Earth Workshop”

latte crudo – “raw milk”

logo grafico – “graphic logo” or “logo”

malga – “Alpine pasture,” “Alpine dairy,” or “mountain pasture,” “mountain dairy” 
depending on context.

manifestazione – “event”

Manifesto della qualità secondo Slow Food – “Slow Food Manifesto for Quality”

Manifesto Slow Food in difesa dei formaggi a latte crudo – “Slow Food Manifesto in 
Defense of Raw Milk Cheese”

marchio – “brand” or “brand name” (“brand-name” if used as adjective).

i Master post lauream – “the postgraduate Masters”

mensa – “canteen” or “cafeteria” 

Mercati della Terra – “Earth Markets” 

metodo classico – “traditional method”

ministri, ministeri – Specify country. Example: “Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs.”

Ministero degli affari esteri – “Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs”

Ministero della Salute – “Italian Ministry of Health”

Ministero delle politiche agricole alimentari e forestali – “Italian Ministry for 
Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies” or “Italian Agriculture Ministry”

Ministro degli affari esteri – “Italian Foreign Affairs Minister”

Ministro delle politiche agricole alimentari e forestali – “Italian Agriculture Minister”

mollica – crumb

molluschi – Prefer “shellfish” to “mollusks.”

norcino – “pork butcher”

ogm – “GMOs”
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olio di oliva extravergine – “extra virgin olive oil”

Onlus – (Means “non-profit”) Should always be eliminated from English text.

organolettico – Do not translate as “organoleptic”; use “sensory,” as in “sensory 
characteristics” or “sensory qualities.”

Orto in Condotta – Leave as is, if necessary define as “Slow Food’s school gardens project 
in Italy.”

Osterie d’Italia – do not translate.

pasta (cheese) – “paste” or “interior”

pasticceria – “pastry shop” (preferred) or “confectionery” (if specializing in candies or 
chocolates).

pastore – Use “herder” rather than “shepherd” or “goatherd.”

pescatori – Can be “fishermen,” but use “fishers” or “fishing communities” if women are 
also involved in the fishing activities.

Piazza della birra (Cheese & Slow Fish) – “Beer Square”

piccola pesca – “small-scale fishing”

piccoli – see produttori piccoli.

Prealpi – “Prealps.” Example: i Prealpi Biellesi – “the Biellese Prealps.”

Presidio – “Presidium”

produttori piccoli – “small-scale producers,” never “small producers.”

profile gustativo – “flavor profile”

prosciutto – Leave as “prosciutto” for raw, use “ham” for cooked.

provincia – Translate, for example, provincia di Cuneo as “Cuneo Province.” Do not use 
province abbreviations. However, if a provincial government is supporting a project or 
initiative, it is fine to write, for example, “…in collaboration with the Province of Cuneo,” as 
this refers to the government, not the geographic area.

razza – “breed”

regione – Translate, for example, regione di Campania as simply “Campania” or “Campania 
region,” not “region of Campania.” However, if a regional government is supporting a 
project or initiative, it is fine to write, for example, “…in collaboration with the Region of 
Campania,” as this refers to the government, not the geographic area.

regolamento – “regulation”

referente (Presidium) – “coordinator”

responsabile del Presidio – “Presidium coordinator”

Rettore (UNISG) – “Dean”
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ristorazione collettiva – “public food service”

rustico – “hardy” (for animal breeds).

salumi – “cured meat” or “charcuterie”

sede – “headquarters” or “campus,” not “seat”

sede di Pollenzo – “Pollenzo campus”

sede didattica – learning center

socio/soci – “member/s”

stage (UNISG) – “study trip”

stage tematici e territoriali (UNISG) – “thematic and regional trips”

stagionato – “aged”

sud del mondo – Translated as “developing countries” or “global south”; do not translate 
as “the South of the world,” “southern hemisphere” or “Third World.”

tardivo – Translate as “late season” (no hyphen) in the context of fruits/vegetables. 
Reserve “late harvest” for wines.

tecnici – experts

territoriale – Depending on context, avoid “territorial,” prefer “local.”

territorio – Avoid using “territory” if possible, and use “region” or “area.”

transumanza – Prefer “seasonal migration” to “transhumance.” If using the latter, then 
define.

trasformazione, trasformatori – Generally “processing” and “processors.”

unghia (cheese) – “under the rind”

Università degli Studi – Don’t translate degli Studi. Example: Università degli Studi di Torino 
should just be “University of Turin.”

Università degli Studi di Scienze Gastronomiche – “University of Gastronomic Sciences”

valorizzare – “promote,” “enhance,” “raise the profile of,” “improve”; never “valorize.”

vini di terroir – “terroir-driven wines”

vitigno – “vine variety” or “grape variety” (if not referring to the actual plant), never 
“varietal.”

zootecnica – Prefer “animal husbandry” to “zootechnics.”

zootecnico – Do not translate as “zootechnical,” but as “livestock researcher,” “breeder,” 
or “farmer,” depending on context.

NOTES ON NAMING/TRANSLATING PRESIDIA, 
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ARK PRODUCTS, ANDFOOD COMMUNITIES
(For Ark products, it is sometimes necessary to defer to the preferences of the national 
committee providing the product description and name, in which case some of the 
following guidelines may be ignored.)

Capitalize all main words in the product heading for Ark and Presidia products.

Keep the name of the product singular when the Presidium or Ark name refers to a single 
product, variety, etc. Example: “Tibetan Plateau Yak Cheese” for one type of cheese, but 
“Irish Raw Milk Cheeses” when the Presidium includes a number of different types. Even 
things that come in groups (beans, lentils, cherries, cookies, berries, etc.) should be kept 
singular in the official product name, unless multiple varieties/types arecovered.

Protected names (PDO, PGI, DOC, AOC, etc.) should often be left un- translated, and 
should almost always be capitalized (even in the body of the text). Example: “Prosciutto 
di Parma,” never “Parma Prosciutto” or “Parma Ham.” In some cases a conscious decision 
is made NOT to use an existing protected name for a Presidium or Ark product, either 
to differentiate the product or to make a long foreign name easier to understand. Such 
exceptions must be justified and handled on a case-by-case basis.

Place names should almost always fall at the very beginning of product names. Example: 
“Caltanissetta Torrone,” never “Torrone from Caltanissetta” or “of Caltanissetta.” Place 
names should usually come before adjectives (colors, etc.), but defer to names as they 
appear in existingli terature. Example: “Nepi White Onion,” not “White Nepi Onion”; but 
“Black Slavonian Pig” does not need to be changed to “Slavonian Black Pig” for the sake 
of this rule. Also, words such as “natural,” “traditional,” “artisanal,” “heirloom/heritage,” 
“wild,” “original,” etc. should usually go before the place name. Example: “Natural Breton 
Oyster,” “Traditional Icelandic Skyr.”

It is worth doing an Internet search of place names in English before translating them, 
since many can be left un-translated. Example: “Val Grana” or “Valle Grana” does not need 
to be translated to “Grana Valley.”

It is fine, and often preferable, to leave a general term, such as “salame cotto,” un-
translated. For example, “Nepi Salame Cotto” is better than “Nepi Cooked Salami.” Simply 
explain in the product description that salame cotto means “cooked salami.”

Use words like “artisanal,” “natural,” and “traditional” in the name of a product to 
distinguish it from mass-produced versions. Prefer “traditional” to “traditionally made,” 
etc. Try to avoid “original.” The word “fermier/fermière” should NOT be left un-translated 
in the names of French products (unless it is part of a protected name): Translate to 
“farmhouse,” indicate that “fermier” is the French equivalent, and explain what this 
designation means.

When using the local name of a product, do not add the English equivalent of a word 
that is already in the local name. Example: “Bøghs Citronæble,” not “Bøghs Citronæble 
Apple,” since æble means “apple” in Danish. Similarly, do not put “apple” after “pippin” or 
“russet.”
For the official names of Ark products, choose a single name (when in doubt, defer to 
the local name) and do not include a translation in parentheses— translations should be 
provided in the product description, not in the name itself.

If using the name of an indigenous people in the name of a product, do not make that 
people’s name possessive or plural. Example: “Akamba Acacia Honey,” never “Akambas” or 
“Akamba’s/Akambas’.”

When translating cheese names that contain “d’alpeggio” or “di malga,” use “mountain 
pasture.” Example: “Castelmagno d’alpeggio” becomes “Mountain Pasture Castelmagno.”
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Remember never to hyphenate “extra virgin” (olive oil) or “raw milk” (cheese).

When translating from “razza bovina” in Italian, use: “dairy cattle” when referring to a 
cheese product or a breed used primarily for milk; “cattle” when referring to a meat product 
or a multi-purpose breed; and “ox” when translating from “bue” (a castrated male). Never 
include the word “breed” in the name of the product. Example: “Maremmana Cattle,” not 
“Maremmana Cattle Breed.”

“Chicken” is usually preferable to “hen.” 

Use “Grape,” never “Grape Variety.”
For Hungarian pepper varieties, translate “paprika” to “pepper,” since “paprika” refers in 
English to a powdered spice mixture made from dried peppers.

“Cassava” vs “manioc”: see cassava, p. 12. 

“Corn” vs “maize”: see corn, p. 13.
For information at the end of Presidia/food community descriptions, capitalize only the 
first word (“Production area,” “Presidium supported by,” “Presidium coordinators”); and 
avoid “of” (e.g. when translating place names, use “Palermo Province,” not “Province of 
Palermo”; and use “Production area,” never “Area of production”). See provincia and 
regione, p. 28, and apply this rule to all contexts, regardless of original language.
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RESOURCES
Always defer to this document. If you have further questions/concerns, the following are useful 
resources when writing for Slow Food.

Dictionaries
www.dictionary.com
Brings together several US dictionaries

www.garzantilinguistica.it Italian-English dictionary

www.wordreference.com
Useful Italian-English discussion forums – see forum search results at the bottom of a 
regular dictionary search

www.linguee.it/Italian-English dictionary

EU Translations
https://iate.europa.eu/home

Grammar and Style
Strunk & White’s Elements of Style, available in PDF at: http://www.jlakes.org/ch/web/The-
elements-of-style.pdf

Film
www.imdb.com
Particularly useful for translations of film titles

Fish

www.fishbase.org
Search the names of fish species in different languages

Measurements
www.onlineconversion.com For all measurement conversions

Scientific names
Integrated Taxonomic Information System (http://www.itis.gov) FishBase (see above)
Tropicos (www.tropicos.org) (for plants)

Wine
www.watson.it
Italian-English wine vocabulary

http://www.dictionary.com/
http://www.garzantilinguistica.it/
http://www.wordreference.com/
http://www.linguee.it/
http://www.jlakes.org/ch/web/The-elements-of-style.pdf
http://www.jlakes.org/ch/web/The-elements-of-style.pdf
http://www.imdb.com/
http://www.fishbase.org/
http://www.onlineconversion.com/
http://www.watson.it/


Central point of contact for Brand Book questions
Now it’s time to take action but don’t worry 

we’re happy to help and assist! 
Slow Food Headquarters has a communication working team that is available and ready 

to support National Associations, volunteers, activists with:
assistance in the creation of new logos

support on visual design or material production
Checking multimedia materials

Sharing and dissemination

Write to us!
identity@slowfood.it 

mailto:identity%40slowfood.it%20%20?subject=

